Design, Development and implementation of a Management Information
System for Madhya Pradesh Khadi &Village Industries Board
Business Context
MP Khadi and Village Industries Board (MPKVIB)
focuses on the production of saleable khadi products
and also providing employment to rural community. It
has headquarters in Bhopal, offices in 48 districts and
12 kendras. To manage such a wide network, there
was a requirement to computerize the operations by
developing a web based MIS.
C-Net provided a bilingual web based MIS within KVIB which
facilitated in providing sustainable employment opportunities
to rural communities especially the disadvantaged section. The
solution linked the commercial based modules thus ensuring
the proper monitoring and control of schemes which further led
to the empowerment of weaker section.

C-Net Solution






Developed a bilingual web based MIS which facilitated the ease of adoption to the
system by rural communities
Single level data point to reduce drudgery of manually collating and consolidating data
at different levels
Databases to provide for comparisons and analysis
Development of templates for recording and standardized reporting
Integration of different production centers, offices and headquarters led to efficient
management of the entire system.

Modules of Web based MIS:
The major functionalities of MIS module are Generation of reports, Employee record
management, payroll management, finance, marketing, cloth and leather production details,
budget allocation, schemes monitoring, training details and district wise establishment
planning.
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The solution helped in reducing the complexity of data integration between different
offices
Monitoring and control of different schemes ensured the added advantage to the rural
community
Empowering the weaker section with the help of modules like Parivar Moolak and CBC
which accelerate the funding and overall growth

Challenges:





Manual data collection from people at different levels and management of such huge
amount of data
Data obtained was manipulated thus it had to be deduplicated and organised before
further processing
All the district level tasks had to be monitored from a centre location
Inappropriate distribution of funds between departments led to complex finance
management process

The solution provided networking which
incorporates high performance backbone of
each of the district offices and centers

With the help of our solution, different
functional applications were synced online
which led to faster and accurate reporting
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